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E X E C U T I V E  S U M M A R Y
A  M E S S A G E  F R O M  T H E  C E O  

As a next generation creative luxury brand, Amehra focuses on forward-
thinking designs in a responsible manner. We work with renowned artisans
known for their work with some of the most iconic designs and beautiful
products recognized by customers across the globe. 

Amehra is in a coveted position with the network of people across the value
chain, to continuously contribute in leading through impactful and responsible
ways. Our focus is built on three key elements comprised of Creativity, People
and Responsibility. We look forward to creating products for customers that
share similar values, and collaborating with like-minded organizations that
conduct their business responsibly. This positive drive helps ensure we are
working towards long-term growth. 

Addressing the sustainability challenges faced in the fashion industry helps
ensure long-term prosperity of our brand. With a focus on sustainable growth,
having a strong foundation built from the start is important in influencing this
movement. We are pleased to support the promotion of forward-thinking
creativity, ethical standards and responsible practices. 

Mutual passion, respect and honesty are standards in ensuring creativity,
craftsmanship, and responsibility are achieved at a prestigious level with those
we work with, both directly and indirectly. We will always strive to engage with
like-minded partners in our industry, and help lead the way as part of the next
generation of emerging brands.  

ARASH ARABIAN
CEO, ARTISTIC DIRECTOR  
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
N I C E  T O  M E E T  Y O U

Amehra is a creative luxury brand that was
born in the digital space and connects with
customers through fresh and creative
designs, renowned artisans and responsible
practices.

Our foundation with responsibility as a core
component is a key driver for our approach
to long-term growth. We strive to do business
with strategic partners who demonstrate
parallel views for creativity and production of
our products in a conscious manner. Many of
our suppliers have achieved, or are in the
process of achieving, certifications that show
their commitment to conducting business in
responsible ways. 

With the setup of a prominent foundation, we
are positioned for a prosperous future. The
fast growing e-commerce and expanding
fashion industry has enabled our efforts in
ensuring responsibility is integral to our
strategy. Our focus on sustainable growth will
enable us to be a leader among next
generation creatives. We have calibrated our
model to do our part in driving positive
change. Amehra is excited for the successful
implementation of our strategic vision for
long-term success; what we refer to as
sustainable growth. 
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SUSTAINABLE
STRATEGY
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S U S T A I N A B L E  S T R A T E G Y

Our strategic approach to sustainable growth is
interconnected with our creative designs, our direct
connection with our renowned artisans, and the
specialty suppliers we source from. As a creative
brand designed with enabling positive influence in the
luxury industry, we recognize that sustainability is an
ever-growing interest among customers. We are
pleased to provide responsible elements while still
achieving coveted styles and quality.  
 
Our activites are aligned with the overall sustainable
strategy set forth, based on three elements in order to
enable long-term growth: 

    

We have a shared responsibility in aligning decisions
with actions, and our integrated approach enables our
brand to efficiently accomplish sustainable growth in
every aspect of our business. This approach allows for
our collaborative efforts to be agile and productive
with our strategic network. We look forward to
embracing the positive efforts together as we
continue to grow. 

I N T E R C O N N E C T E D  A P P R O A C H
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S U S T A I N A B L E  S T R A T E G Y
S U S T A I N A B L E  E L E M E N T S

We believe these elements will be key success factors and differentiators for
our growth in the industry. Achieving these elements in a consistent manner
enables us to have positive impacts. As we pursue our long-term growth, so will
our competitive advantage representing the three elements mentioned here.  
 
Creativity - An elevated level of artistry exhibiting fresh, forward-thinking and
conscious designs that work in tandem with quality and function. We will
maintain creativity through our design details and innovative materials. Beyond
product designs, we will identify and enable additional capabilities to enhance
the brand in a progressive and digital manner. 

People - Our quality is well-defined by the artisans who bring our designs to
life. Our powerful network of people across our supply chain gives us the
leading edge in a creative and conscious manner. Our artisans and specialty
suppliers play a central and pivotal role in our success. Our open
communication with our artisans has been a key factor in the cohesive and
seamless collaboration from the very beginning. They are valuable to our
network, and their level of integrity and commitment to quality is unmatched. 

Responsibility - We source material from specialty suppliers that help
contribute toward positive impacts in a responsible manner. Their continuous
advancements in both the quality of materials and efforts towards reducing
environmental impacts enable us to utilize consciously produced materials for
our designs. This extends beyond the product itself, from the production
facility efficiencies to the packaging that the products are placed in. Our
supplier's efforts are well represented by the audits performed and
certifications they have achieved.  
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S U S T A I N A B L E  S T R A T E G Y
I N F O G R A P H I C  
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SUPPLY CHAIN
ETHICS & INTEGRITY
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S U P P L Y  C H A I N
C O N S C I O U S  T H I N K I N G

More than ever, everyone is learning and becoming
aware of the complexities with supply chain and
related issues that pose risks to organizations. As the
awareness for greater sustainability continuously
spreads amongst consumers, it is important for all of
us, both consumers and suppliers of luxury goods, to
recognize the responsibility needed to steer everyone
in the right direction. It is paramount to generate
awareness around the importance of a responsible
supply chain in the fashion industry, yet equally
important to be proactive. 

With the increasing concerns related to social and
environmental topics, we strive to show a reflection of
our efforts with our customers. We have developed
the Amehra Supplier Code of Conduct (Code) to use as
a guiding principle to align and support fair and
ethical measures. 

Our Supplier Code of Conduct sets out the principles
that are influenced by the International Labor
Organization and Universal Declaration of Human
Rights regarding fair labor, health and safety of
people. Our partner artisans are like-minded
individuals. The prestigious level of ethics and
integrity they uphold is fundamental to our
partnership. Ensuring that workers are treated with
respect, the conditions of their work environment are
safe, and their overall processes are conducted in a
responsible manner is a reflection of the culture we
admire.
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E T H I C S  &  I N T E G R I T Y  

Since the beginning of our efforts, it was a clear objective to work with those
who have parallel thinking in the way we conduct business. We have created
the Amehra Supplier Code of Conduct to have as a formal understanding. With
the Code being an integral component of our brand, for any artisans we
strongly consider to craft our products, we have made a commitment to visit
and tour their factory in order to truly see the conditions of the working
environment, how the people interact with one another, and simply to spot
anything that does not seem appropriate. 

Child labor and modern slavery is tough to imagine. Upholding and respecting
international human rights is part of our foundation, and should be part of
every other brand out there, no matter the size. Leading by example is more
than the creative elements we bring forth with our designs. Having a culture of
open-minded individuals with a passion for creativity and responsibility is key
to everyone's success. A sense of awareness allows our business to be
conducted in a responsible manner, and adhering to the Code allows us to
maintain the brand's reputation. 

We will not allow negative influence to sway us, and will always stay true to
what we believe in. We will carry our ethical mindset throughout our journey to
reflect our young entrepreneurial spirit, to lead by example, and influence both
existing and future creators. Amehra is committed to continuously doing the
right thing while maintaining integrity and responsibly designing products our
customers can purchase confidently.

E T H I C A L  M I N D S E T
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CREATIVITY

Photo: Bella Sandal with Swarovski® Crystals 
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C R E A T I V I T Y

Our designs enrich our competitive advantage with creativity and display our
strength as a brand. We stay open minded and do not hesitate in being bold
with our designs, embracing lessons learned through experiments and
discoveries. Our curiosity is a natural contributor in the designs we seek to
constantly accomplish. Creativity is the guiding force that continuously drives
our business forward, through fresh designs and timeless craft. 

We will use the strength of our creative talent to attract, inspire and promote
our conscious approach. Our designs have an impact on all elements involved,
continuously developing products with a responsible approach. 
 

C R E A T I V E  D E S I G N S

Design - Our designs are driven by our passion for creating
beautiful products. It is an artistic form that is a natural
differentiator for us, elevating our designs in a conscious manner
and being recognized as a change maker. 

Quality - True quality is everything that comes together, where
essential components such as the materials, color finishes and
fitting achieve the coveted luxury that is sought after.   

Craftsmanship - We design luxury products that are crafted by
renowned artisans. Everyone holds a prestigious standard of quality
when crafting our products, consistently performing at a high level
from some of the best in the industry.
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PEOPLE

Photo: May Sandal, Factory in Italy 
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P E O P L E
P E O P L E  I N T R O D U C T I O N

The relationships established with the people we
work with has proven beneficial and will only
enhance our position in the industry. They are
innovators in their specialties, and their skill set
over the years has allowed us to benefit from their
competency in the craft of our products and the
development of special materials. 

"Our artisans are our most
valuable element, and their
level of integrity and
commitment to quality is
unmatched." 

Our powerful network of the people involved across
our supply chain gives us the leading edge in a
creative and conscious manner. They are true
enablers of sustainable growth and we will continue
our evergreen relationship with them. 

For the year 2020, it was a testament to our
capability in pushing through and not allowing
anything to stop us. With the ability to adapt to
changes in the world where limitations may
suddenly come about, these experts help to
continuously move things forward. 
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P E O P L E
R E N O W N E D  A R T I S A N S

Our renowned artisans are the heart of making our designs a reality, and their
prestigious level of knowledge and quality is known from their years of
commitment in crafting some of the most recognizable products worn by so
many across the globe. They have actively chosen to work with us because of
our creative thinking, our approach, our attitude and support for the next
generation of creative luxury. Their strong expertise and skills allow for us to
create some of the most beautiful luxury products in the industry. Their open-
minded culture has led to us being the next emerging brand in crafting our
products, playing a significant role in our success.  

Our expectations are high and our artisans exceed them effortlessly. We
collaborate closely and maintain an open dialogue throughout our design
process. Our open communication with our artisans has been a pivotal factor
in the cohesive and seamless collaboration from the very beginning. Working in
this manner allows us to openly discuss and share thoughts without holding
back, and has been instrumental to delivering quality throughout every single
product created. It is because of this that we were able to push through 2020 in
a non-transactional format.  

We promote openness in sharing ideas and pushing creativity to new levels,
actively communicating information and opinions throughout the concept
phase, technical details and beyond. As our designs continue to expand with
subsequent details, the craftsmanship from our artisans will continue to be a
focus as part of our strategy. 

Our artisans are our most valuable element, and their level of integrity and
commitment to quality is unmatched. They are instrumental to the success of
Amehra, and we include them in many aspects of our business to ensure they
are integrated as much as possible. We are proud to have some of the most
coveted artisans working with us and are committed to a healthy evergreen
relationship. 
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P E O P L E
G O A L S  O F  W O R K I N G  W I T H
M A T E R I A L  S U P P L I E R S

We take pride in working with those that
specialize in innovative production of the
most coveted materials and strive to
successfully implement and advance
their sustainable practices as part of
their core business functions. 

Amehra seeks to contribute to the United
Nations Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) through utilizing and purchasing 

Our network of suppliers further enhances our competitiveness. They are a
focal point and play a key role in providing valuable materials, setting a
standard so high that has become synonymous with expected quality and
innovative materials in the industry. We have chosen them for the
development and excellence of materials, responsible practices and
certifications, playing a significant role in their efforts for sustainable growth. 

Our integrated approach within our strategic network enables us to collaborate
with speed and ease. The suppliers we source from have demonstrated their
approach to growth by continuously pushing and achieving results in
responsible and environmentally friendly ways. We will continuously build on
these relationships and expand in the discovery of additional key suppliers that
share the same common vision, embracing positive impacts in a responsible
manner. 

material from suppliers that currently have, or are in the process of achieving,
certifications in areas that contribute responsibly, recognizing the importance of
this sustainable initiative. 
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P E O P L E

Our sourcing and procurement efforts have
direct positive benefits with the local people
we work with and their communities where
virtually all of those involved are family-
owned businesses.

It is important to us to consider working with
suppliers directly correlating to the region of
both our production operations and sourcing
of materials. This simultaneously supports
both our production facilities and material
suppliers, all while contributing to the
curation of our preferred supplier network
and continuously fulfilling long-term
partnerships. 

C O N T R I B U T I N G  T O  L O C A L  C O M M U N I T I E S
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Photo: Amore Sandal, Factory in Italy
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P E O P L E

Engaging in an effective manner with those we work with directly and our
customers is important in communicating properly. Fostering communication
through optimized online experiences encourages our customers to connect
and engage more, allowing us to listen and respond accordingly. Elevating
experiences through various platforms, such as social applications, creates
proactive engagement on an ongoing basis. We will look to not only engage in
interactive ways to show products, but to also provide informative insights into
practices relative to our suppliers and production. This can range from videos
to show the fit and silhouette of a product on a person’s foot, supplier
operations and even production of current and future products.

The digital channels we seek to pursue will allow us to enhance our
relationships with our customers and respond in a proactive manner. Future
in-depth usage around analysis of data will provide insights into opportunities
for nimble and proper decision making that can capture opportunities in the
market, based on geography, product category type, behaviorial insights, etc. 
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C U S T O M E R  E N G A G E M E N T
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P E O P L E

Our collaborative efforts thus far have enabled us to build a strong foundation.
Having lean processes in place is a key operational driver in order to maintain
efficiency and agility with our sourcing and production efforts. Continuously
collaborating and building deep partnerships allows us to avoid transactional-
based engagements and further maintain cohesive cooperation. 

Taking it a step further and enabling these processes through digital means will
be the focal point as an area of operational growth in the future. Digital
enablement of our processes and operations will enhance the productivity in a
more seamless manner across our network of curated partners. This allows for
alignment of strategy, procurement processes, agile sourcing, quality control
and beyond. Furthermore, harnessing and analyzing data will help us in
identifying design details that could optimize sales through various product
forms, colors, material finishes, geography, boutique and large retailers, etc.  
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CollaborationAgility

Strategy
Alignment 

Procurement
Process

Quality
Control
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Note: Descriptions can be shared amongst several categories in an interconnected manner.  20



RESPONSIBILITY

Photo: Torres del Paine, Patagonia, Chile 
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R E S P O N S I B I L I T Y
I N T R O D U C T I O N

The strategy we set forth has helped guide
our focus on responsible practices within
our supply chain network. We work with
suppliers who strive towards positive
impacts with the environment, through
efficiency in energy and water
management, paper, packaging, and audits
measuring performance of tanneries, all
represented by certifications achieved for
these commitments. These positive impacts
are powered by opportunities to create
beautiful products in responsible ways. 

"A sense of responsibility
and commitment
among us will enable
sustainable synergy." 

We will play our part in influencing industry
change and support of responsible
practices, going beyond today's norm to
ensure our actions are performed in a
forward-thinking and conscious manner. 

Photo: Amore Sandal 
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R E S P O N S I B I L I T Y
E N V I R O N M E N T

Having a foundation based on sustainable
growth contributes to conscious designs with the
environment taken into consideration. We
recognize the growing importance around
environmental impacts, which is why we seek to
continuously source from various suppliers that
have been recognized for both their specialty
products and responsible practices. Several of
our suppliers have operations that minimize the
negative impacts toward the environment, such
as regenerative energy for their production
plants. 

For example, our primary leather supplier has
been recognized for not only the high quality
materials they produce, but also from their
investment put forth toward renewable energy
and water management in their production
facility. The implementation of their water
recovery system recycles the water used to run
through the production chain, which in turn is
funneled out to a water treatment plant that
utilizes a filter to 'cleanse' the water before
releasing it into the environment. Additionally,
the implementation of solar panel systems and a
cogeneration system that optimizes their energy
while limiting waste as part of their investment
into their production plant is clear in their
commitment to responsible production. This is a
reflection of next generation thinking aiming to
achieve continuous and sustainable growth.  
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R E S P O N S I B I L I T Y
C A R B O N  E M I S S I O N S
D E L I V E R Y  O F  P R O D U C T S

As a digital native brand, we ship our products across the world and rely on
our shipping carriers to deliver efficiently. Emissions are one of several things
we look at when understanding impacts. The growth of e-commerce has
subsequently generated an impact on shipment of goods across the globe. In
an effort to responsibly address the shipping of our products, we are actively
reviewing several organizations that support efforts to offset emissions. This
enables us to help minimize impacts related to greenhouse gas emissions for
both domestic and international shipping. 

We track our carbon emissions from our domestic single shipments and
international single shipments of our products to customers, as well as our
freight shipments. Aiming to generate positive impacts, we will track our
shipments to support environmental projects geared at offsetting carbon
emissions. 

We strive to reduce the number of returns to avoid negative impacts as much
as possible. Crafting shoes at this level, and consistently working through the
technical aspects of each product, is a major contribution to efficiently keeping
returns of our products to a minimum. 

As we continue to grow, we will review our logistics efforts to ensure our
shipping methods further minimize environmental impacts, and will continue
to look into activities that can contribute toward management of our
emissions. 
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R E S P O N S I B I L I T Y
P A P E R  A N D  P A C K A G I N G

The unboxing experience is one that every
customer understands. Going beyond just the
product, the overall experience generates the
organic smile we strive to achieve with all of our
customers. 

When we sought out for a well-respected paper
and packaging supplier, we were excited for the
opportunity to collaborate with highly regarded
and forward-thinking organizations. Our parallel
thinking allowed us to apply sustainable elements
into our overall packaging design. Our paper and
packaging suppliers are certified in multiple
aspects, with FSC certification being one of those
core achievements. The paper for our boxes and
the cardboard used to provide the box structure
are recyclable. Their innovative and state of the art
facilities are an accomplishment in itself.  

Our packaging supplier has achieved certifications
in ISO 9001 (for their commitment to high quality
products), FSC (for utilizing products that come
from forests where strict environmental, social and
economic standards are respected), as well as
SA8000 (a recognized approach to appropriately
manage working conditions and worker well-
being). 

Photo: Avenue Slingback, Factory in Italy
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R E S P O N S I B I L I T Y
P A P E R  A N D  P A C K A G I N G

For our paper supplier (the detailed finish we have wrapped around the box),
they have achieved ISO 9001 (for their commitment to high quality products),
ISO 14001 (shows that a company is actively reducing environmental impacts
of its activities and constantly pursuing improvements), ISO 45001 (for the
management of occupational health and safety), FSC (for utilizing products that
come from forests where strict environmental, social and economic standards
are respected), and EMAS (a voluntary European environmental certification
system for companies that commit to assessing and improving the
environmental performance of their production systems). And to add the
cherry on top, they have implemented a system for reusing water from their
plant, both for use of production allowing for a reduction in water
consumption, and renewable energy from the installation of a cogenerative
system to efficiently produce energy necessary in the production process,
resulting in the reduction of emissions. 

Amehra is committed to
achieving paper and packaging
responsibly, and will continuously
seek to explore options that can
further enhance our commitment
to sustainable and innovative
packaging solutions. We
encourage our customers to
always make use out of the box,
opting for (fun)ctional
alternatives.  
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R E S P O N S I B I L I T Y
A C H I E V E M E N T S  F R O M  O U R
M A T E R I A L  S U P P L I E R S

Reducing the environmental impact requires a continuous level of effort. Many
of our suppliers have obtained certifications that represent responsible
production and continuous improvement of their performance. We are pleased
that our strategic network of suppliers have been recognized for their work
with these positive efforts.

While the majority of material suppliers we source from hold certifications, we
have chosen these suppliers because they are active in pushing forward in
both achieving certifications, and for their production of special materials that
are unique and exceed high quality standards in the industry. Sometimes the
colors we choose for a particular design may not have a sustainable option
within the period of time for our production. Therefore, as we continue to
expand our network, we will continue to explore innovative and special
materials used for our products to support our creative designs in a conscious
manner. 

As an example, our primary satin supplier began their offering of GOTS satin
material, but do not offer every color option as GOTS certified. While they are
actively adding more color options, this is a case where our suppliers continue
to expand sustainable choices for us to utilize as part of our designs. 

The efforts that have taken place from our suppliers are signs for good change,
where positive actions continue to lead in a proper direction. While certain
suppliers we currently work with may not hold various certifications, we know
it takes time and financial investments to obtain certifications. Their efforts
thus far are proof that our strategic network is a positive sign for beneficial
progress that will have lasting success.  
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R E S P O N S I B I L I T Y
S U P P L I E R  C E R T I F I C A T I O N S  

A recognized approach to appropriately
manage working conditions and worker
well-being. It provides a holistic framework
allowing organizations to demonstrate the
fair treatment to workers.

SA 8000 ISO 9001
Social Accountability Quality Management 

ISO 45001
Health & Safety

ISO 14001
Environmental 
Management

FSC
Forest Stewardship Council

EMAS
Eco-Management &
Audit Scheme 

LWG
Leather Working Group

GOTS
Global Organic 
Textile Standard

Allows an organization to commit to
constantly improving the efficiency of its
production processes and guaranteeing high
quality products, ensuring consistency in
quality products and services. 

An occupational health and safety
management system that provides a safe
and healthy workplace, to prevent work-
related injury, and continually improve health
and safety performance. 

Aiming to reduce the environmental impact of
a company's activities and constantly
pursuing improvements. This standard
enables suppliers to establish, monitor and
continuously improve in a proactive manner. 

A set of standards for responsible forest
management that ensures products come
from responsibly managed forests that
provide environmental, social and economic
benefits. 

A European environmental certification for
companies that commit to assessing and
improving the environmental performance of
their production systems while minimizing
harmful environmental effects. 

An international organization that is
responsible for the world's largest leather
sustainability program, assessing the
environmental performance of leather
manufacturing facilities.  

A set of requirements to ensure organic
status of textiles, from harvesting of the raw
materials, through environmentally and
socially responsible manufacturing, ensuring
ethical and sustainable sourcing. 
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R E S P O N S I B I L I T Y
I N F O G R A P H I C
A M E H R A  N E T W O R K
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RISKS & MITIGATION
CONCLUSION

Photo: May Sandal 
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R I S K S  &  M I T I G A T I O N
D E S I G N S ,  P A R T N E R S ,  O P E R A T I O N S

As mentioned earlier with our sustainable elements, our creative designs are a
key differentiator in the products we bring forth. Duplicate versions of our
designs released to the market have detrimental effects to our brand, artisans,
partners and the industry as a whole. Internally, we discussed innovative ways
to embed technology within our products to bring validity through insights
correlating to our products, allowing for further engagement with our
customers.

For example, we reviewed the scanning of a mobile phone over a sample
product to provide authenticated information to the end user, displaying
product details and potential media. This authenticated transparency is one
way we have already begun looking into ways to mitigate risks to protect our
products, our customers and the people we work with. As we continue to grow,
we will embrace innovative ideas to implement for further enhancements to
the brand while enhancing engagement with our customers. We will work to
safeguard our assets from those who seek to build a business directly from
copying our designs. 

Furthermore, we will work with our partners to ensure trade is facilitated
seamlessly through operations, no-hassle fair payment terms and beyond, in
order to keep our efforts consistent and avoid disruption for our customers
globally. We will work through any processes that need to be adjusted for
continuity, in order to stay ahead of any shifts in the industry that come about.
If any issues come about with our suppliers, we will work with them to
understand and mitigate accordingly, and may engage with a third party audit
representative.

We will continuously identify and improve where necessary to ensure
promotion of long-term growth, allowing us to maintain streamlined
operations to be agile and respond quickly to the market. Through the growing
strategic network we have, we will be able to achieve this. 
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C O N C L U S I O N
C O M M I T M E N T

Our position has been defined with a clear guide through our strategy. As we
continue to push forward, we will focus on our core elements as part of our
strategic growth and expand our capabilities. The engagement we performed
in preparation for launch demonstrates how our experience and consistency
achieved the outcome of our products from the beginning. Our approach has
led us to build Amehra with a strong foundation, and with the obstacles
brought upon us during 2020, we are proof that consistency is key in every
element of what we do. Together, in collaboration with the special people we
work with in our network, we are off to a pretty damn good start, and will
continue to act on and utilize opportunities to maintain our sustainable
growth. 

Our business model is calibrated to help drive and inspire positive impacts
with our responsible practices across our supply chain network. We will
continue to strengthen and expand on the Amehra Network of coveted artisans
and specialty suppliers, engaging with like-minded partners. By doing our part
to continuously be responsible and committed with our values, Amehra will be
an inspiring force in creating beautiful products in a conscious manner. We will
be known as ambassadors in contributing to positive changes in our industry
and beyond, helping to lead the way as part of the next generation of emerging
brands.

We will always stay true to what we believe in, pushing the level of creativity,
working with some of the best people in the industry, and responsibly
designing products our customers can confidently purchase. A sense of
responsibility and commitment among us will enable sustainable synergy.
There is more work to be done, and it begins with the proper calibration of a
brand's foundation. It may be complex to say there is a universal solution to
responsibility, but positive contributions among all will be one step further
towards a beautiful impact. With the industry continuously growing, we have
established Amehra in a special position as an emerging leader. This is the
world of Amehra. 
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A B O U T  T H I S  R E P O R T  

This is our initial sustainable growth strategy report marking the beginning of our
launch for the Year 2021. The contents of this report were developed internally over
the course of several months. The report was created to provide information on our
strategy for sustainable growth and what was achieved in preparation for our launch.
It provides information regarding our growth strategy focused on the creativity of our
products, the people we work with and responsibility. Amehra is focused on next
generation creative luxury in a conscious manner.  

S U S T A I N A B L E  G R O W T H  S T R A T E G Y
R E P O R T  2 0 2 1

Contact
AMEHRA LLC

All rights reserved
AMEHRA is a filed trademark
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FINE PRINT ENLARGED: The certifications listed pertain to
suppliers located in Italy that are considered small to
medium size organizations. Swarovski® certifications are not
listed specifically.

The language used in this report aims to be gender-neutral and words of any gender
refer to other genders. We have not sought external review for this report. The
efforts represent a continuous work in progress. 

The contents and design of this document and any material supplied to you is
copyright of AMEHRA LLC. Do not copy, use or reproduce for any reason without
prior permission from AMEHRA LLC. 

References: 
International Organization
for Standardization  
www.iso.org
Forest Stewardship Council
www.fsc.org
Leather Working Group 
www.leatherworkinggroup.com
Global Organic Textile Standard
www.global-standard.org
Eco-Management & Audit Scheme
www.ec.europa.eu/environment/emas

Travel photos taken during travels by Arash Arabian 
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